Medical Terminology Simplified: A Programmed Learning Approach By Body System
This programmed learning, word-building approach is ideal for self-paced learning and review or in-class and online instruction! The 5th Edition of this popular textbook continues to incorporate the most current trends and approaches to teaching medical terminology. You’ll explore each body system unit through a summary of major combining forms, a comprehensive pathology section, and additional medical records and evaluations, complemented by true-to-life artwork. Online. Interactive. Progressive. The Medical Language Lab is the new, interactive, online program that ensures your students master the language of medicine. Based on proven language methodology, it guides your students step by step from basic through advanced levels of proficiency to become confident medical language speakers. A special code in the front of the book unlocks The MLL for you and your students. Use it with your current learning management system or with its integrated grade book. Customize it to meet the needs of your course. Want to learn more? Explore all the Medical Language Lab has to offer through this video series. Instructors - request preview access and explore Medical Language Lab using this step-by-step walkthrough.
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Customer Reviews

Great for beginners. I like the "bookmark", but I wish the online access was more helpful in learning to memorize the terms. There were OK activities, but they didn’t help to actually learn every term in the chapters.
I ordered this Kindle book because it was so much less expensive. I didn't realize it is actually a workbook. Upon using this for my first assignment, I realize it just does not work as an electronic book. The content and structure of the book seems interesting, but you obviously can not write in it to complete assignments and it is really tough to maneuver around the book as the content instructs for further info to complete the assignments. There is a notecard option and notebook option which seems helpful in theory, but it does not work as you would expect and there is not much explanation on how to actually utilize these functions easily. I actually have to go and by the hard copy at this point. Very disappointing.

It is very direct and to the point, but doesn't have much detail about some of the terms and diseases. I like the overall setup; it is different from most textbooks in that it asks questions and has the answers in each chapter section.

I know its a learning system and all, but sometimes you just want to look up a word. What good is a medical terminology book if you need to buy a dictionary to go with it?

If you buy the eBook or Kindle version you should know that it DOES NOT come with an ACCESS CODE. If your assignments require this then you are better off going somewhere else that does include it.

This is an interactive textbook where every single page needs to be filled In as you read. If you’re class requires it, I would recommend buying and not renting. Still cheaper then the bookstore

Company that shipped was awesome. The textbook has tons of learning excersizes but before it is information overload if this isn’t a required reading for college class

Great book! Really breaks the terminology down where it is easy to learn and understand.
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